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THE DEMOCRATIC WAVE OF 1989-90
The democratic movement in the Altai took its origin at the grassroots level mainly among members of the intelligentsia (doctors, teachers, university lecturers and lawyers) of big cities, establishing informal platforms within the structure of the Communist Party.
2 In 1988-9 they set up an 'Association for the Support of Perestroika', which consisted of reform Marxists, solidaristy, 3 Monarchists and members of trade unions, all being united by a common anti-CPSU and anti-nomenklatura stance. Its coordinating council of 10-15 people organised meetings, suggested the candidature of their members for the first free elections to the RSFSR Supreme Soviet and regional soviet and used newly emerging, democratic newspapers like Svobodnyi kurs and Molodezh Altaya as a public platform. 4 However, effective organisational structures, which would bundle different interests and concentrate the political thrust towards thorough reform, were not set up. The only serious attempt was the creation of an informal 'Deputies Club' in the newly elected regional soviet in 1991, which tried to initiate new legislative acts on local government, land reform and the introduction of a new banking system (Sarychev, 1994, p.2) . It also addressed questions of the need to restructure big industrial enterprises and to reform the executive power in the province (AP, 4 August 1994, p.2). Although its real influence on political decision making remained marginal, according to one leading member of 'Democratic Russia's Choice' in the Altai, K. Emeshin, 5 they managed to create a special atmosphere of competition for reform among the newly elected deputies in the regional soviet, effectively contributing to the political break-up of the old system and helping to change public opinion on land reform, particularly among city dwellers.
In addition to being in a numerical minority, democratic forces could not overcome ideological differences among themselves and a lot of them changed sides when they saw which way the political wind was blowing. As in most other Russian provinces, democratic leaders in the AK became incorporated into the 'bureaucratic market' after the August 1991 putsch, where an exchange of material wealth, political power and privileged access to resources took place (Gaidar, 1995, p.125) . NTS defected from the democratic movement at an early stage, opposing the election of the first governor.
6 Anti-nomenklatura slogans emanating from different political camps appeared only on the factade, while the nomenklatura transformed itself quietly into private owners during the pre-1992 reform, effectively retaining a guarantee of local political power. Thus, the political context of 1989-90 did not put the Altai on track to establish horizontal networks of civic engagement and an effective democratic self-organisation of institutions which would change traditional elitist policies and hierarchically-structured patron-client relations.
THE REGIONAL ELITE AND KEY POLITICAL PLAYERS
I
The social base of, the regional elite can be identified with nomenklatura members in leading positions of party and state organs, industrial and agrarian management, the military and secret service, together with leaders of new cooperatives, dealers in the shadow economy, 'Komsomol businessmen' (Gaidar, 1995, p.150 ) and, as a new commercial activity, rent seekers using de facto control of land (RG, 12 November 1994, p.l5) ,
